State Wins From Wake Forest

FARMERS DISCUSS PLANS TO UNITE IN MEETING AT STATE COLLEGE

To Do Own Organizing After Day Meeting
FARMERS FROM ALL OVER THE STATE

Important Questions Throvided One Convention Held in Pullen Hall—Lively Discussions Take Place in Deeding Place of Organizing State College Pledge Support.

The State Farmers’ Convention was held here Wednesday when about 400 farmers met in Pullen Hall to discuss the organization of a pledge support service for the Farmers’ Home Security Act. Offices of the organization in our state will not aid one organization to the exclusion of another, but instead of being separated, it will be co-ordinated. It is expected that the new organization will add to the effectiveness of the old one.

Officials representing State College at the convention were members of the state and county committees, the state committee being represented by A. M. Short, secretary, the county committee by W. J. Wilcox, secretary. The convention was called to order by Mr. Short, who outlined the principal features of the plan. The meeting was interrupted by the announcement of the arrival of the state committee, which had been meeting in Raleigh. The meeting was then adjourned until Thursday morning.

The committee has been working on this plan for some time, and it is expected that there will be a meeting of the state committee today and a meeting of the county committee tomorrow.


data

Annual Agricultural Fair Proved To Be Big Success

An event that was highly educational and entertaining.

The morning of the week before the annual Student Farmers’ Fair began on Wednesday, March 22, when the students of the Agricultural College, under the direction of Mr. J. S. Wilson, held the annual fair in the Agricultural Building. The fair was opened at 9 o’clock, and the students were there in force, with many exhibits of agricultural products.

The exhibits included a large variety of different products, such as fruits, vegetables, and grains. The exhibits were judged by a panel of judges, who were appointed by the Agricultural College. The fair was a great success, and it was a pleasure to see the students working so hard to prepare it.

The fair was a great success, and it was a pleasure to see the students working so hard to prepare it.

The fair was closed at 5 o’clock, and the students were there in force, with many exhibits of agricultural products.
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Babes Love It

For all stomach and small intestinal ailments due to overeating, there is nothing better than a soft pillow and children's laxative.

Mrs. Winslow's Syrup

What do you carry?
No matter how heavy a program you carry, the addition of a Lifetime pen will lighten it. Guaranteed to write—not for this school term only, until the course of a lifetime—no matter how many times you use it, it will never fail you. The pen is sold at $1.25. Lifetime pen and pencil sets are also available.

Students Supply Store
"At Your Service"

Our store is operated at night by the following SELF-Help students:
- "Red" Henley
- "Jiggs" Spence
- "Charlie" Seal
- "Top" Dunham

"Come to See Them" L. L. Ivey, Manager

Radio Concert Every Night!

SHEAFFER'S PENS, PENCILS, & SYRUP
W. SHEAFFER PEN COMPANY - PORT WASHINGTON, N.Y.

HEADQUARTERS FOR SHEAFFER PENS AND PENCILS IN RALEIGH ALFRED WAINWRIGHT & CO. PHONE 218 315 Fayetteville St.

For Sheaffer Pens and Pencils BOON-ISELEY DRUG CO. 118 Fayetteville St. Raleigh, N. C.

We Carry Complete Line of Sheaffer Pens and Pencils BOWMAN'S Old Forbes Drg. Raleigh, N. C.
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Farmers Discuss Plans to Unite at Meeting Here

(Continued from page 1.)

The executive committee decided to work immediately after the appointment and expected both to organize and to operate it wholly, with a plan for the organization of county agricultural organizations and with the idea of forming a United Farmers of North Carolina by the latter to be formed as soon as 25 counties have been organized, or at the end of the organization campaign April 1st.

The committee selected a provisional constitution and by-laws, which can be sent to the county organization. Its decision was that there should be state conventions, with the organization work being completed in the meantime.

The committee decided that 12 Pens With Name Printed in Gold. 50 C. assend order, high grade. 1 black ink. 1 blue ink. 1 red ink. Lino. LIFE AND REWARD, Johnson City, N. Y.

students will have access. At $25.00, $30.00, $35.00, $40.00. Top Costs at Same Prices.

Berwanger's Yardborugh Hotel Innsizing Flashlights Table Lamps Floor Lamps Students' Desk Lamps

EQUIP YOUR FRATERNITY HOUSE ELECTRICALLY


Everything Electrical For the Student

Radios
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Recommended by The English Department of N.C. State College

WEBSTER'S COLLEGiate W E B S T E R ' S C O L L E G I A T E

The Book Aligned Alphabetically Based Upon WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL

A Short Cut to Accurate Pronunciation. It is a condensation of Webster's Dictionary and contains most of the words, phrases, and words used in the English language. It also includes definitions and phonetic pronunciations. Printed on Braille Paper. Made by the blind.

D. R. C. KIRKLAND Co.

Blindville, N.C.
McDowell Stars In Win Over the South Carolina Gamecocks; The Clemson Tigers invaded the nest last Saturday and lost to the South Carolina Gamecocks, 10-3. Mr. Chuck McDowell was the shining light in the game. It was McDowell for Rainfield Field, and the rest of the team lost the support. It was the same thing all over the map but this time the Gamecocks did not have the support of the fans. It was McDowell for the rest of the game and did the same sort of running that he did before the game started. In the final game he lost the game for the Gamecocks, but he was the key to the victory and did a brilliant job of running. McDowell was an asset to the Gamecocks and a valuable member of his team. He was McDowell for Rainfield Field, and the rest of the team lost the support. It was the same thing all over the map but this time the Gamecocks did not have the support of the fans. It was McDowell for the rest of the game and did the same sort of running that he did before the game started. In the final game he lost the game for the Gamecocks, but he was the key to the victory and did a brilliant job of running. McDowell was an asset to the Gamecocks and a valuable member of his team. He was McDowell for Rainfield Field, and the rest of the team lost the support. It was the same thing all over the map but this time the Gamecocks did not have the support of the fans. It was McDowell for the rest of the game and did the same sort of running that he did before the game started. In the final game he lost the game for the Gamecocks, but he was the key to the victory and did a brilliant job of running. McDowell was an asset to the Gamecocks and a valuable member of his team. He was McDowell for Rainfield Field, and the rest of the team lost the support. It was the same thing all over the map but this time the Gamecocks did not have the support of the fans. It was McDowell for the rest of the game and did the same sort of running that he did before the game started. In the final game he lost the game for the Gamecocks, but he was the key to the victory and did a brilliant job of running. McDowell was an asset to the Gamecocks and a valuable member of his team.
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THINGS THAT NEVER HAPPEN
Corrugated.

By ALAN McDaniel

The spirit of State students in hark- ing their football team has not been as loud for the past several seasons. This year, however, the Wolfpack has shown signs of life. If we can't astronomically put through the Bonnies in December, we can at least promise a more energetic season than we've had for the past few years.

The Wolfpack, under the leadership of Brian Smith, is looking forward to a season of excitement and adventure. They have been practicing hard and are determined to prove their worth on the field. Smith, a senior running back, is expected to lead the team to victory. He has been working on improving his speed and agility, and his skills are sure to be a asset.

The Wolfpack's defense, led by senior defensive tackle Mark Jones, is also looking strong. Jones has been working on improving his tackling skills and is expected to be a force on the field. The team is looking forward to a season of excitement and adventure.

The team has a strong bond and is determined to prove their worth on the field. They have been working hard and are prepared for the challenges ahead.
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A.S.C.E. HOLDS INITIATION FOR 24 NEW MEMBERS

The American Society of Civil Engineers met at University Hall Tuesday night for the purpose of installing new members. The speakers were: Mr. R. B. Van Horn, Mr. A. W. Sokoloff, and W. M. Shew. The neuter was by C. W. Belcher, E. B. Freeman, W. M. Baker, J. E. Williams, J. E. Clark, W. D. Vugerman, L. J. Skofand, W. M. Hymon, R. E. Crowdon, J. A. Day and J. C. Hinkle.
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FORMAL NOTICE

The members of the Kappa Delta Epsilon social fraternity with its emphasis that they are a branch of the National University Women's Auxiliary Council, have been notified of the following in order to prevent inconvenience to the members of the society.

Note—Through an error on the part of the editorial staff in this section, the article failed to appear in the previous issue. Editor.

And so the Day Was Utterly Ruined

You haven't a care in the world as you start out to enjoy THE SMOKING GAME, AND SO YOU GET YOURSTHREE MINUTE OLD GOLD

THE SMOKING GAME IS

Old Gold
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 avoided the Dormitory Blues

T H E Y are easily con- 
tracted if you have to spend most of your time in your room grinding away at long reports and papers. Speed things up! Get a Remington Portable to do your typing. It will effect a remarkable saving of writing time and a gain in the quality of your work. 

College Court Cafe

Open from 7 A.M. to 11:50 P.M.

Come on and see us for a bite to eat. We have a variety of foods for your enjoyment. 

Hudson Belk Co.

The House of Better Values

Welcome, Students—

Fellows, we invite you to make our store your headquarters. We are always glad to serve you in any way we can.

We carry a Complete Line of MEN'S HIGH-GRADE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS at

Remarkably Low Prices

ARROW COLLARS FOR DRESS TUXEDOS FOR RENT
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